Sunday, 09 September 2018

Good Morning Everyone,
Sorry I have another bunched up newsletter for
you today, but with tons of images that I need to
preview here this morning, it simply can’t be
helped I am afraid.
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Image 1: The current paper collection comes into
its second week as of today, so another three
weeks or so of that still to run. Just as well really
as I haven’t even begun work on the follow up
yet!
Image 2: I am planning a bit of a ‘robin’ week in
the coming seven days & used the same circular
or oval format to create the style of decoupage
that you seem to like.
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So my first offering in this little threesome is this
sweet little picture of a robin perched on a
branch which is covered in the snow.
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Image 3: My second is a different robin who
appears to be watching something overhead.
Image 4: The third robin appears to be a much
older image, but nonetheless cute for that.
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Image 5: I mentioned I was doodling the other
week, well I never got around to showing you this
little bird I decided to scan into the computer &
digitally colour.
He is nowhere near as handsome as the
previous three images, but I think he has a
certain charm regardless. So I created a pair of
mirror imaged & layered toppers with my little
robin doodle for you!
Image 6: A sheet of mono toppers from the
Vintage office file, there is already so much

colour going on in the newsletter this week I
wanted something to tone it down with!
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So I have matted up a bunch of images featuring
old machines with flora around them & then it is
up to you whether or not to colour them.
Image 7: Getting back to the oval or circular
decoupages I have been working up for you, here
a lovely image of a mum carrying her young child
in one arm & supporting a parasol in the other.
I really spent some time on creating the
decoupage for this one, so you will be needing
your craft knife to hand to cut out at least one of
the layers.
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Images 8 & 9: Okay, as I only completed this
yesterday morning but wanted to get it onto the
website to refresh the templates page.
So image 8 is the finished example when I was
done decorating it, whereas image 9 was the
photo I took before I began decorating – in case I
made a mess of that!
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But I took a picture between the two which I
haven’t included here, once I had prepared the
base I flipped it over & pencilled in all of the
measurements on the back.
This saved me the effort of typing up a
worksheet, as it is created from a 20cm (8”)
square card, so I couldn’t design a template that
you could print out on a standard printer.
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Images 10 & 11: There are two bonus sheets this
morning just to finish off the poinsettia stuff I
was uploading last week. The first is a ‘shiny in
places’ backing paper, if you recall I was trying to
find a way to make the poinsettia shine so carried
it forward to the backing paper.
The second bonus sheet is simply these mirror
image oval toppers for you to add your own
greeting, or anything else you choose.

Rita x

